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THE AREA OF A TRIANGLE
(Do you believe the formula?)
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The following is based on ideas that appear
in chapter 22 of GEOMETRY: Vol 2,
available at www.lulu.com .

1
base × height for the
2
area of a triangle is discussed in the
middle-school curriculum and is often
dubbed as “known” and “obvious” by
high-school students. (After all, they
have been using it for years!)

Consider the obtuse triangle shown.

The formula A =

The formula is easily seen as true if the
altitude of triangle (line of height) lies in
the interior of the triangle:

If we regard the side labeled b as the
base of the triangle, does the formula
1
area = bh hold ?
2
A common student response to this is:
“Just don’t use side b as the base!
Rotate the triangle and use the longest
side of the triangle as the base instead.
Then you’ll be okay: the height of the
triangle will be inside the triangle.”
Fair enough!
But what if I really do insist on
regarding side b as the base of this
triangle? Cleary this triangle is not half
the area of the rectangle that encloses it:

The trouble is that it is not at all obvious
the formula holds for all types of
triangles.

It seems the formula area =

1
bh might
2

Label the length shown x .

not hold.
In fact, if the formula were to always
hold, then all triangles with the same
base and same height would have the
same area. On an intuitive level I find
that very hard to believe! (I really do!)
Look at this picture:

The area of the rectangle is ( b + x ) h .

1
xh .
2
(Is it obvious that the usual area formula
holds for right triangles?)
1
The area of triangle I is ( b + x ) h .
2
The area of triangle II, the area we seek,
is:
(b + x)h − area I − area III
1
1
= ( b + x ) h − xh − ( b + x ) h
2
2
1
1
1
= bx + xh − xh − bh − xh
2
2
2
1
= bh
2
1
Like magic, the formula area = bh
2
pops right out!
The area of triangle III is

Do you truly believe that each and every
triangle here has the same area? What if
I drew a triangle with the same base that
heads forty-thousand miles out to the
right? It will be nothing more than the
merest of slivers of a triangle. Do you
honestly believe it will have the same
constant area?

PEDAGOGICAL COMMENT

It is always good to pause and question
mathematics as one explores it. Deep
reflection brings deep understanding and
ownership of ideas. Is it possible to bring
in time for questioning - and doubting in our classroom discussions?
With doubt now raised I find my highschool students are suddenly very keen
to try proving - for themselves! - that the
1
formula area = bh applies even to
2
obtuse triangles. (After all, they have
told to use this formula all their lives and
no other. Surely it must be valid …
maybe?)
Eventually an argument like the
following will surface:
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Comment: Depending on the level of
rigor in your geometry course, you
might want to point out that our proofs
here make use of two area axioms:
Area Congruence Postulate: Congruent
figures have equal areas.
Area Addition Postulate: If a figure is
the union of two smaller figures which
overlap only along edge lengths, then
the area of the entire figure is the sum of
the areas of the two smaller figures.
See the video
http://www.jamestanton.com/?p=885
for some delightfully quirky discussion
on why these axioms should be in your
mind!
and
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Here are two little practice questions:

Question 1: In this picture the red
altitude has length 5. What is the length
of the blue altitude (which happens to lie
outside of the triangle)?

Comment: This makes for a great
student activity. Have students pick
points in an equilateral triangle and
measure and sum the three distances for
each of those points. They will observe,
up to measuring error, the same value
reoccurring for each sum.
The leads to two questions:
1. What is the meaning of the
common value of the sum?
2. Why should that sum be the same
for all points inside the triangle?

Does your answer make sense?
Isn’t it lovely one can answer questions
about objects that cannot exist? (Huh?)

Question 2: Abigail and Beatrice stand
20 feet apart. Draw a diagram to show
all the possible places Charlene could
stand so that the triangle formed by the
three girls has area 50 square feet.
(Don’t draw just half of the answers!)
VIVIANI’S THEOREM
Vincenzo Viviani (1622-1703), a student of
Galileo, discovered the following charming
result:

A clever student might notice that if we
choose P to lie in the corner of the
triangle, then the sum of three distances
is 0 + 0 + height . So if these sums are
indeed invariant, their common value
must then be the height of the triangle.
But why the common value?

Proving Viviani’s Theorem:
If the equilateral triangle has side-length
1
x and height h , then its area is xh .
2
We can use a chosen point P to divide
this area into three triangles, each with
base x and with heights a , b , and c .

Pick any point P inside an equilateral
triangle and measure its three perpendicular
distances a , b and c to the sides of the
triangle.

The area of the equilateral triangle is
thus also given by:
1
1
1
xa + xb + xc
2
2
2
It follows that xa + xb + xc = xh and so
a +b +c = h.
\
The sum of those three distances a + b + c ,
is sure to equal the height of the triangle no
matter where P is placed!
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CHALLENGE: Prove that if a triangle
has the property that for any point P
inside it, the sum of its three distances to
the sides of the triangle is invariant, then
the triangle must be equilateral.
and
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EXTENSION 1:
Extend the three sides of the triangles
and consider points lying outside the
triangle.

EXTENSIONS 2, 3, 4, …
Prove that a Viviani phenomenon holds
for points inside (and outside?) a square.
Prove that a Viviani phenomenon holds
for points inside (and outside?) any
regular polygon.
Prove that a Viviani phenomenon holds
for points inside (and outside?) a
rectangle. A parallelogram! (Are there
any other quadrilaterals with a Vivianilike property?)

The sum a + b + c is no longer constant
in value, but depending on which of the
six regions P lies a variant of this sum
is! For example, for any point P in the
grey shaded region to the right, we have
a + b − c equal to the height of the
triangle. Can you explain why?

Can we move to the third dimension?
Does a regular tetrahedron possess a
Viviani-like property? A cube?

What variant formula is constant in
value for each of the five remaining
outside regions?
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